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PAST is a practical tool designed to help you analyze scientific data by calculating statistical indicators and drawing plots. The program comes with
a large variety of analysis techniques that can be applied with just a few clicks. When running experiments or gathering demographic data, scientists
often need to run in-depth analysis by calculating trends, correlating data or interpolate the samples in order to present the conclusions of their
studies during conferences or seminars. A lightweight addition to your MS Excel client You can use this program to manipulate data and apply
various analysis methods. To enter data, you can simply open an Excel worksheet, text file or a raw data file. You also have the option to paste the
values from another application. Before processing the values, you can insert rows, specify a name for each column and remove details that are not
relevant for your study. Additionally, you can specify a counter and transpose the entire range. The program allows you to transform the data by
subtracting the mean value or converting the values to 10-base logarithms. Advanced options such as Box-Cox transformations enable you to
normalize the data distribution. Design plots and calculate statistical indicators in your own way To visualize the results of a certain experiment, you
can generate a histogram or percentile plot. It's possible to adjust the interval values, character orientation and overall size before exporting or
printing the output. The statistics section includes univariate and multivariate analysis methods such as variance analysis, intraclass correlation or
canonical correspondence. Moreover, the app is able to use linear or polynomial models and analyze the data diversity or geometric correlation.
Although the basic statistical indicators such as mean, median or deviation are available, the program requires experience with data analysis in order
to interpret the results of each analysis. A tool that further enhances MS Excel's computing abilities If you need to analyze statistical data, PAST is a
powerful program that includes a large variety of tools. To understand the available methods, you should download the manual available on the
developer’s website. Key Features: - Compatibility with MS Excel (Mac, Windows, Linux, etc.) - Insert a new row - Remove a row - Paste data from
other programs or files - Transpose the entire range - Select a name for each column - Insert a counter - Calculate the mean value, median value and
deviation - Calculate the variance, standard deviation and confidence interval - Calculate the median, mode and skewness
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- A useful tool to analyze data - To make graphs, click the rows - Columns are ordered by the user - Generate charts with relative or absolute
indicators - Statistical calculations in various intervals - Statistics and multivariate analysis methods - Delete the outliers - Change the number of
data columns - Transform the data - Normalize the data - Plot and print the output - Import or export the data to Excel - Save the Excel file - Save a
CSV file - Save a text file - Sort the data - Reset the order of the columns - Split a text file into columns - Calculate the means - Average the values -
Variance - Standard deviation - Count the occurrences - Count the empty cells - Transform the data - Convert the data to logarithms - Median -
Standard error - Tukey tests - Box-Cox transformation - Confidence interval - Auto detection - Correlation - Kernel density estimate - Exponential
regression - Residual plot - Autocorrelation - G-test - Canonical correspondence - Bland-Altman plot - Linear regression - Analysis of variance -
Canonical correlation - Correlogram - F-test - F-statistic - T-test - Graphical interpretation - Univariate analysis - Multivariate analysis - Simple
correlation - Hierarchical clustering - Principal component analysis - Principal curve - Canonical analysis - Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests - Average
plot - Chi-square tests - Contingency table - Box plot - Epitome plot - Heat map - Arcsine transformation - Proportion plot - Percentiles plot - Raw
plot - Regression line - Matrix plot - Plot of frequency - Line plot - SVM diagram - Normal box plot - Simple linear regression - Pearson's
correlation - Spearman's correlation - Students t-test - Many options and a friendly interface - The main features of PAST include: - Automatic
detection of the data columns - Automatic detection of the data - Automatic detection of the data - Automatic detection of the data - Automatic
detection of the data - Automatic detection of the data - Automatic detection of the data - Automatic detection of the data - Automatic detection

What's New in the PAST?

MS Excel's Advanced Tool for Data Analysis (PAST) is a practical tool designed to help you analyze scientific data by calculating statistical
indicators and drawing plots. The program comes with a large variety of analysis techniques that can be applied with just a few clicks. When
running experiments or gathering demographic data, scientists often need to run in-depth analysis by calculating trends, correlating data or
interpolate the samples in order to present the conclusions of their studies during conferences or seminars. A lightweight addition to your MS Excel
client You can use this program to manipulate data and apply various analysis methods. To enter data, you can simply open an Excel worksheet, text
file or a raw data file. You also have the option to paste the values from another application. Before processing the values, you can insert rows,
specify a name for each column and remove details that are not relevant for your study. Additionally, you can specify a counter and transpose the
entire range. The program allows you to transform the data by subtracting the mean value or converting the values to 10-base logarithms. Advanced
options such as Box-Cox transformations enable you to normalize the data distribution. Design plots and calculate statistical indicators in your own
way To visualize the results of a certain experiment, you can generate a histogram or percentile plot. It's possible to adjust the interval values,
character orientation and overall size before exporting or printing the output. The statistics section includes univariate and multivariate analysis
methods such as variance analysis, intraclass correlation or canonical correspondence. Moreover, the app is able to use linear or polynomial models
and analyze the data diversity or geometric correlation. Although the basic statistical indicators such as mean, median or deviation are available, the
program requires experience with data analysis in order to interpret the results of each analysis. A tool that further enhances MS Excel's computing
abilities If you need to analyze statistical data, PAST is a powerful program that includes a large variety of tools. To understand the available
methods, you should download the manual available on the developer’s website. ...Download Download Identify Trends in Stock Price Data PAST
Subtitle PAST is a practical tool designed to help you analyze scientific data by calculating statistical indicators and drawing plots. The program
comes with a large variety of analysis techniques that can be applied with just a few clicks. When running experiments or gathering demographic
data, scientists often need to run in-depth analysis by calculating trends, correlating data or interpolate the samples in order to present the
conclusions of their studies during conferences or seminars. A lightweight addition to your MS Excel client You can use this program to manipulate
data and apply various analysis methods. To enter data, you can simply open an Excel worksheet, text file or a raw data file. You also have
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System Requirements:

Minimum: - NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or AMD Radeon HD 7870 - Intel Core i3-6100T @ 2.2 GHz - 4 GB RAM - Microsoft Windows 10, 8.1, 7
Recommended: - NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 - Intel Core i5-6500 @ 2.6 GHz - 8 GB RAM For best performance, we
recommend you use a digital version of Final Fantasy XIII-2
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